Fifth Amendment Debated; Mayers Proposes Revision

"The privilege of invoking the Fifth Amendment has been a protection to the innocent, but has been a huge to the guilty. It is a serious obstruction in bringing guilty people to justice."

"Should the Fifth Amendment be Amended?"

The debate took place Thursday between Dr. Mayers and Osmond F. Bassel, gen- eral editor of the American Liberties Union. Bassel, on the other hand, the negative view. He used the fact that in a sit¬ uation making innocent people use of their dispositions to give an expected answer to the Amendment.

If the privilege against self-incrimination is removed, it is to suppose that a great many innocent people are convicted because they may, at some time, have been involved in contradictions. These, he asserted, are not proof, but through the noise al¬ though they were really innocent.

Bassel also discussed the that in certain situations, more information is divulged by the Amendment. The they were not aware of was that permitting to obtain information, is a way of asking the edge of the Fifth Amendment.

"The Amendment was not provided for every de¬ mander in every case,"

at the 9th floor booth. This pro¬ position to continue suspension of the Fifth Amendment was in the ICN minutes which stated: "Inter-Club Board shall express its opposition to the 'Ellis Amendment' and use, every means at its dis¬ position to defeat the said refer¬ endum."

The "Ellis Amendment" which has been placed on referendum at the forth¬ coming School-wide elections on Saturday, February 15, to remove the voting power of the Inter-Club Board chair¬ man on Student Council. The ICN Chairman would, however, still retain his seat on Council.

SC President Mann declared the former motion of ICN was immediately appealed by Rosenthal. The ensuing debate lasted two hours and was cul¬minated with the uphold¬ ing of the President's ruling by a vote of 10-14.

After the vote Mann reminded the Council that the Board itself could not continue against the amendment, individuals and clubs might.

ICB Motion Ruled Out By Council President

The controversy over President Bygg's and Gallager's decision to continue suspension of the editors of Campus as displaying "not merely isolated instances but a pervasive pattern of obscenity, lasciviousness, por¬ nography and indecency" as well as presumption for criminal prosecution.

Dean Daniel F. Brophy's (Student Life) decision, cited the "April Fool" issue of Campus as displaying "not merely isolated instances but a pervasive pattern of obscenity, lasciviousness, por¬ nography and indecency." The debate was immediately appealed after the President's re¬ port disputed this point. They wrote, "We have observed the fact that we were not given any hearing until after we were sus¬ pended."

Campus, in its Tuesday's edi¬ tion, the first time it had been allowed to resume publication, called the President's decision a "monstrosity." They wrote, "The editors involved, in appealing to the Presi¬ dent were asking for compassion, which the President lacked in this case...

The Executive Committee of Student Government at the Up¬ town Center declared that the method used in suspending the editors violated "due process of law." If the students at the College accept such action without protest, they wrote, "we are allow¬ ing a dangerous 'precedent' to be set."

Sigma Alpha to Sell Flowers; Semi-Annual Event Tomorrow

The semi-annual Flower Sale, sponsored by Sigma Alpha, is slated for tomorrow in the lobby outside of Pauline Edwards Theatre. The sale will go on throughout the day.

The flowers will cost 10c each and the proceeds will go for a widely used bulletin board behind the 9th floor booth. This pro¬ posed bulletin board will be open to all organizations at the Barr¬ ton School for the posting of notices.

Sigma Alpha has enlisted the help of the other service organizations in the School to help with the sale of the flowers. These same or¬ ganizations, which include Alpha Phi Omega and Phi Alpha Frat¬ ers, also have decided to sell flowers. The Alpha Tau Sorority, are expected to help again this year.

The flowers are collected by Sigma Alpha and are sold for such projects as the micro¬ filming of past copies of This Ticker, the purchasing of cof¬ fee urns for use by organiza¬ tions, and the purchase of the typewriters outside 921.
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Excerpts from Statement of President On Suspension of Five "Campus" Editors

The following is the text of a statement by the five suspended editors of "Campus", the student newspaper of the University of Illinois. The statement was released on April 24, 1956, in response to the suspension of the editors by the president of the university.

The editors of "Campus" have been suspended for publishing an article that was critical of the university's administration and faculty. In their statement, the editors express their concern for the rights of students and faculty, and they call for a more open and democratic environment at the university.

"Campus" is a student-run newspaper that has been critical of the university's administration and faculty in the past. The editors believe that the suspension of their paper is a violation of the principles of free speech and academic freedom, and they call for a more open and democratic environment at the university.

The editors also express their support for the rights of students and faculty, and they call for a more equitable distribution of power and resources at the university. They believe that the suspension of their paper is a violation of these principles, and they call for a more open and democratic environment at the university.

The editors conclude their statement by expressing their hope that the suspension of their paper will lead to a more open and democratic environment at the university, and they call for a more equitable distribution of power and resources.
The Alpha Delta Sigma Names New Fraternity Members

Professor Edward MeMann and Irving Rosenthal will be inducted as honorary members of Alpha Delta Sigma, the international business fraternity. The inductees are two of the most prominent business leaders in the metropolitan area.

Student Government of the University of Chicago

Sponsored by Standard Brand Distributors. 143 Fourth Ave., New-York

The student government of the University of Chicago has announced that the Annual Convention of the Business and Professional Students' Union will be held at the University of Chicago. The convention will be attended by students from all parts of the country.
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Mmm! Those Lucky Droodles!

TICKER'S shining example of smoking enjoyment is the Droodle at left. Lucky-smoking couple on a moonlight drive. Lucky smokers always enjoy better taste, because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco—mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste better.

And up comes Bob Grim...'' Ball four, the Scooter** on.''

DROODLES. Copyright. 1953 by Roger Priou. Published by the Wahrooga Methodist Church. 213 East 33rd Street, New York City

DOES YOUR GENERATION REALLY WANT FREEDOM?

Hear...

Dr. Harry Slocower

ON FREEDOM TODAY!

Channel 13 (WATV)

Tuesday, April 28, 1956

The Ticker

Lavender Netmen Wallop Brooklyn for Third in Row

An Ode to a Column

By Ralph Schieber

It's hard to write a review on something you're not sure you're really going to like. But, I thought, why not? I thought, why not even try? After all, it's a movie about a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to figure it out? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to solve it? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to understand it? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to enjoy it? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have fun? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time? After all, it's a mystery. And, I thought, why not try to have a good time?
**BHE Grants Holman Leave**

The long-awaited but not unexpected appointment of Dave Polansky to the position of varsity basketball coach was made Wednesday, shortly after the Board of Higher Education gave approval, to Professor Nat Holman's request for a one-year sabbatical. Polansky, who has served as freshman basketball mentor since 1954, will head the varsity squad only throughout the duration of Holman's leave. The leave is scheduled to last from September 1, 1956, to August 31, 1957.

Dr. Hyman Krakower, chairman of the Physical Department, said that "in all likelihood" George Wolfe, coach of the Berean School basketball team, will take over as freshman coach. No successor to Wolfe's position has yet been named.

Commenting on the appointment, Polansky said: "I like to coach, and I'm happy about the assignment. I think I'll enjoy it."

Polansky is no newcomer to varsity basketball. He assumed the reins of the varsity team back in the '52-'53 and '53-'54 seasons. In '53-'54, Nat Holman was being tried for "conduct unbecoming a varsity coach." During that stretch, Polansky's group was twenty-point forty-four games, posting records of 10-6 and 10-8, successively.

Polansky has been part of the athletic picture at the College for the past eighteen years. While an undergraduate, from 1935-42, he played three years of varsity basketball, ran for the track team, and was captain of the varsity cross-country squad.

Upon graduation, he served for one season as coach of the track team. The event sponsored at the College was a "nationals" before entering the service in 1943.

In 1947, Polansky held the position of coach of the evening and day session basketball teams at the Baruch School. He remained in that position until 1952 when he took over the reins of the varsity basketball team.

Holman expressed pleasure upon hearing of the appointment. "I am delighted to hear the news," he said. "Dave is eminently qualified for the position. He did a fine job when he took over for me last year, and there's no reason why he shouldn't do so again."

---

**Errors Spell Defeat for Lavender; Hofstra's Baseball Team Wins, 4-2**

By Lou Pohorlyes

Saturday, the City College baseball team committed six errors and suffered for it, losing to Hofstra, 4-2, at Babe Ruth Field. Previously, in the week, the Beavers defeated Manhattan College, 5-2.

The loss to Hofstra brought City's Mt Conference record to 2-1. Hofstra is 3-1 in the league.

In the fourth inning, with Hofstra leading 2-0, the Beavers put two men on base when Raoul Narinovich topped a grounder to short and the Hofstra shortstop, Al Haynes, fumbled the ball. Tony Lucich, who was on second base at the time, scored when Haynes threw the ball past second base.

In the fifth inning, -Al Dibernardo, City pitcher, slammed a line drive to right field and scored on a wild throw to the mound. Hofstra came back with two runs in the top of the sixth inning to account for its two-run winning margin.

Lucich, Dibernardo and Will Grantz led the attack with two hits apiece. City outhit Hofstra, 9-5, but the Beaver errors proved to be costly. All of Hofstra's runs were unearned.

Paced by the six hit pitching of lefty Stu Weiss, the City College baseball team defeated the Manhattan College nine 5-2, at Van Cortlandt Park, Tuesday, in weather that was more suitable for football than for baseball.

Bill Gramacy, the City catcher, was hit by a pitch in the bottom of the third inning, sending Tellinger to third. Andy Tel linger was purposely passed, filling the bases. McGinley laid down a sacrifice bunt and when McGuire threw it into left center, Tel linger was forced in the second Beaver run.

In the sixth, McGuire got into a little trouble himself when Stu Weiss, the host College's left-handed pitcher, allowed him to base. McGuire, after a double steal, had to act before Narinovich took second but Tellinger got nailed at the plate. Pete Trissoun grounded out to end the inning.

---

**Busy Slate for City Nine; Four Games in Five Days**

Busy, busy, busy! City's chances for a first place finish in the Mt Conference Baseball League may be determined after the weekend.

They will engage St. John's University, which is currently sitting on top of the Mt standings today, at the Redmen's home diamond, in Queens.

Thursday, the Beavers will play host to New York University, at Babe Ruth Field, the Bronx.

Friday evening up for a rained-out game, the Beavers will play host to Wagner, Saturday, at the Babe Ruth diamond, for two games.

---

**Reds Versus Henderson For IMB's Cage Honors**

By dint of their victories in the semi-finals, the Reds' Last Chance will oppose Henderson '58 for the Intramural Board's basketball championship, Thursday, May 3, in Hamilton Hall.

The Reds defeated the Terriers, 23-21, while Henderson rolled over the Blue Stars 45-24, Thursday, in the sixth floor gym.

The IMB's championship will be played Thursday, at the East River Drive and 4th street diamond. Hunt 97, which defeated Phi Epsilon Pi 70-34, and Saxe 29, which slaughtered the German Club 121-1, will battle it out for the title.

The three-man bowling team tournament will continue this Friday at the Gramercy Bowling Lanes, Third Avenue and 22 St. Team applications are still available.

---

**City Racers Beat Adelphi**

The track and field team swept its outdoor season Tuesday with a resounding 82-58 romp over Adelphi at Lewishon Stadium.

Even though the Beavers were by an impressive 22 point bulge, the victory was considered perhaps for the remainder of the season. Plummer pulled a muscle in his right leg at the end of the two hundred yard run and will be out of action for at least two weeks, possibly a month. "It's a leg muscle but the extent of his injury has not yet been determined."

Sophomore George Best individual scoring for the Beavers with 106 points, winning in the 440 and 880-yard runs and the broad jump. Best was the anchor man on the Beavers' winning four-lap relay team.

The big events for the City trackmen were the javelin throw, in which Ollie Blanks held Adelphi 9-0 in both. The Providence team won every event except for the 440 yard sprint.

Coach Harry deGiroalmi was pleased with the squad's showing, but remarked, "the boys can undoubtedly parley the former giving City a clean sweep by forfeit. The latter ever was won by the Beavers' Bill Van Son, in his first intercollegiate meet, who threw the javelin 142 feet 7 inches for first place. Joe Werfel and Len Olson finished two-three."

Coach Harry deGiroalmi was pleased with the squad's showing, but remarked, "the boys can undoubtedly parley the former giving City a clean sweep by forfeit. The latter ever was won by the Beavers' Bill Van Son, in his first intercollegiate meet, who threw the javelin 142 feet 7 inches for first place. Joe Werfel and Len Olson finished two-three."

---

**Beaver Stickmen Edged By Stevens Tech, 7-6**

Coach Leon "Chief" Miller's estimation of his City College lacrosse team's chances for winning the conference against Stevens Tech, Saturday, at Hoboken, New Jersey, turned out to be entirely correct, as the Beavers bowed, 7-6.

Prior to the contest, Miller contended, "I see little chance of beating Stevens. How can I beat a team that was stronger than us at the beginning of the season and has improved while we have regressed?"

As it turned out, the Beavers never led in the contest. The Stevens' stickmen scored first and led 2-0 at half-time with Bill Miller and Sy Steigelfest doing the scoring for the leaders.

In the second half, Stevens opened up a 5-2 margin before Len Laro scored the goal of the game, for the Beavers. With the score, 7-2, City rallied for three goals with Merrill Weiss, who scored two, and Harvey Lupidos leading the way.

With the score 7-4, and two minutes left to play, the Beavers moved the ball deep into Stevens' territory for a last desperate try at the nets. But some bad passing thwarted the Beaver's chances for a tie.

Walt Johnson, Stevens' attackman, scored four of the seven goals for the Jerseyites. The other goal was scored by Bill Adler, 11-4, Johnson tallied five goals.

The opening its record at 2-2, the City College lacrosse team will take two week's vacation before traveling up to West Point to face a strong Army "B" team.